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EMPLOYMENT 101 CONTENT: USEFULNESS RATING
The following percentages are based on 20 responses from CYEP grantees as of August 30, 2019.
Circle % = an average of the sub sections and includes those who responded the section was either Useful or Very Useful.
PREPARE A CAREER PLAN

PREPARE A JOB SEARCH PLAN

ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS

70%

73%

Update Recommendations

Update Recommendations

Update Recommendations

Explore Careers:

Get Prepared:

Start a Job:

20% add resources

30% add resources

35% add resources

25% update or remove resources

15% update or remove resources

0% update or remove resources

Explore Training:

Find Jobs:

Set Financial Goals:

5% add resources

10% add resources

30% add resources

25% update or remove resources

25% update or remove resources

25% update or remove resources

68%

Get Qualified:

Practice Skills for Success:

5% add resources

11% add resources

20% update or remove resources

11% update or remove resources
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SURVEY COMMENTS: OVERALL TAKEAWAYS
As of 8/29/2019

• PREPARE A CAREER PLAN
• PREPARE A JOB SEARCH PLAN
• ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS

• More Interactive Activities
• Less Articles
• More Videos

• Simplify Content
• Use “how to steps” and make other resources available to learn more.

• Automatically Indicate Progress
• Use something like completing specific activities or making it lock-step.
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SURVEY COMMENTS: PREPARE A CAREER PLAN
As of 8/29/2019

• EXPLORE CAREERS
• EXPLORE TRAINING
• GET QUALIFIED

a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

The content is good. Adding additional content (ideally videos) that supports alternative ways youth may access computers and other
job seeking resources would reinforce staff coaching on this topic. Also, requiring youth to either read an article or watch a video in
each section before moving on the next recommended step would be beneficial.
I think providing "The Why" as to why these skills are important and highlighting for student’s content areas where they can also be
stronger due to these skills.
I love the fact that youth can use the module and explore various career options, however if maybe that had a video that showed the
duties that the most popular careers have, that would be more appealing to the youth when exploring careers.
More scenario examples.
in support of agency staff coaching - It would be helpful to build in a tool that will allow youth to select a particular job or career
pathway. I could provide information around the annual salary potential for that job as well as job titles associated with the stated
career interest. Tools/information such as this will better prepare youth to answer the questions associated with the Career Plan
session
The IL WorkNet content is very long and extensive. The material is useful, there is just too much of it. The student loans/financial aid
portions are not very relevant to this specific program.
I think that the students were overwhelmed with the amount of options as far as links and information which I believe could possibly be
consolidated and made more concise for some of them especially those students that struggle with literacy.
There is just too many articles in this module for youth to read. Less articles more videos of people explaining rather than a video of the
steps of how to search.
The IL WorkNet content is very long and extensive. The material is useful, there is just too much of it. The student loans/financial aid
portions are not very relevant to this specific program. The SMART goals section is relevant.
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The youth don't read the articles
Again, there is just to many articles and not enough interactive activities

SURVEY COMMENTS: PREPARE A JOB SEARCH PLAN
As of 8/29/2019

• GET PREPARED
• FIND JOBS

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.

A resume upload function would be helpful for participants to utilize in this section would be helpful.
Some section should have half Spanish and English for our students
More how to steps
explore availability of jobs in areas living in and the job market report for those areas
There is too much material to go over - it is too comprehensive for in-school youth. The portfolio section does
not seem relevant for in-school youth.
Remove the Portfolio section.
I believe that the resume module is great but the make a plan module should be more interactive.
While we do mock interviews onsite, it would be helpful to provide videos that provide proper interview
etiquette and contrast poor interview etiquette.
Provide links to job opportunities for youth.
More visuals (i.e. good vs bad outfit for interview) and fewer articles to read
Not sure if there is a job site like Indeed or ZipRecruiter, etc.
The applying for a job module should have a list of whereto youth can apply to such as likes to other job posting
boards. Also, the interview module should have videos opposed to articles.
I would like to see this more accessible, our students did not take advantage of this option.
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We already do all of these things, but checking the boxes is an additional step.

SURVEY COMMENTS: ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS
As of 8/29/2019

• START A JOB
• SET FINANCIAL GOALS
• PRACTICE SKILLS FOR SUCCESS

a.

Adding pictures of the tax forms would be helpful. Add more information for first-time/part-time job seekers (i.e. how to call off
sick, how to discuss your schedule)
b. While we assist clients to attain employment documents such as social security card, birth certificate, government issues id
cards, it might be helpful to create links or videos to reinforce how to connect with local Social Security Administration offices,
DMV etc., and listing acceptable forms of identification/documents to bring on the first day of employment.
c. co worker interactions
d. Keeping your new job past 90 days and beyond.
e. I think that there should be more comprehensible language for the students because when it came down to the assessment
they were still confused
f. Include recourses about job retentions.
g. Financial Literacy information/ Budgeting tool
h. More budgeting tools - i.e. an interactive budgeting worksheet geared toward students as the one provided discusses home
owners insurance/mortgages. It's not relevant to students.
i. Adding a link to an interactive budgeting game that enables youth to practice budgeting for monthly expenses would be helpful.
j. Making a more interactive module for creating a savings plan
k. The budgeting worksheet provided discusses home owners insurance/mortgages. It's not relevant to students
l. Should add more resources and do more activities
m. Simpler steps on how to open a savings and checking account
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n. More interactive content - fewer articles.
o. I don't think this portion (Practice Skills for Success) is applicable

SURVEY COMMENTS: OTHER COMMENTS
As of 8/29/2019

• PREPARE A CAREER PLAN
• PREPARE A JOB SEARCH PLAN
• ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS
•

The curriculum is very comprehensive and feels overwhelming/too extensive for the youth. The pre & post assessments don't
necessarily test the important parts of the curriculum. Having quizzes intertwined within the curriculum may be more
relevant to the youth & help them remember the content more. There are a lot of assessments for this program which takes
away valuable one-one time with the youth to help them strengthen their skills in an impactful way.

•

The content provided in the Employment 101 section of Illinois workNet is invaluable. Our team utilizes the content to
reinforce/complement our JRT curriculum. It also provides a wonderful resource for youth outside of the classroom. We
appreciate your efforts to enhance this tool/resource and are grateful for the opportunity to contribute to its refinement.
Thank you.

•

I believe sometimes the youth learn these skills better when they are taught in small groups, which we do when going
through training. On the computer I believe they just skim through as fast as they can to just get done.

•

The resume builder is a really nice feature and tool. There are a lot of templates though that should be removed but overall a
great asset to Employment 101.

•

That would be all. More interaction and videos and less articles to read.

•

Employment 101 is a valuable resource; however, it can be hard to navigate due to the number of tabs and windows.

•

For my students I felt that they did not take full advantage of the site and just wanted to rush through the initial assessments.
I believe that there should be tasks assigned weekly for students to complete that way they can be engaged and focus more
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on the resources that are provided with Employment 101

•

Employment 101 is a great tool for helping our youth identify their passions. If anything comes up, I will provide more input!

EMPLOYMENT 101 UPDATES
The next section is an overview of the proposed updates. A survey will be sent out to collect
your feedback on the overall look/feel, layout changes, and updated tools.

THE GUIDE: LESSON PAGE WITH CURRENT LAYOUT
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THE GUIDE: LESSON PAGE WITH NEW LAYOUT PROPOSAL

Steps stay at the top.
Select to see related
information below.

Simple How-To
Instructions
Activity to automatically
indicate completion.

Video with brief
overview for each step.

Interactive Activity,
11 View
Tool, or Article

MY PLANS & TOOLS: LANDING PAGE

Lesson activities populate My Plans & Tools apps.
These are apps that are reused throughout the
system and not just in Employment 101.12

MY PLANS & TOOLS: COMPARE CAREERS TAB

Update the CIS career wages and trends to search
using desired salary, certification/Major, or career
name. NOTE: Search options are dependent on
options that are currently available in the CIS API.
Use the bookmarked careers to create a summary
view. Allow them to search and manage their
13
bookmarks in the app.

MY PLANS & TOOLS: COMPARE TRAINING TAB

Allow customer to choose to search one of the three
training searches available in Illinois workNet. Open
the search in a new window.
Use the bookmarked training programs to create a
summary view. Keep the existing summary views
but make consistent look/feel.
May need to indicate which search was used
to find
14
the program

MY PLANS & TOOLS: JOB SEARCH ORGANIZER TAB

Job cards move to next column when they are
updated to show they applied for the job,
15
have/had an interview, or received a job offer.

MY PLANS & TOOLS: UPDATE JOB SEARCH CARD VIEW

Job card would use the same fields as the
current job search record. It would open
in a
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modal window and would be printable.

MY PLANS & TOOLS: CAREER PLAN GOALS AND STEPS

Use existing Illinois workNet basic Career Plan.
Update career plan to allow customers to add their
goals and simple steps.
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MY PLANS & TOOLS: CAREER PLAN ASSESSMENTS

Update the assessment questions as
needed based on the content updates.
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MY PLANS & TOOLS: NOTES

Update the note categories as needed
based on the content updates.
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MY DASHBOARD: UPDATES OUTSIDE EMPLOYMENT 101

Select “See All” to see the
same type of summary
view that is available in
Employment 101.
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NEXT STEPS
•

Grantees Complete Layout and Tools Survey

•

SIUC Team Compiles Survey Results

•

SIUC Team Researches Interactive Apps

•

Next CYEP TA Webinar: Provide Summary

The Illinois workNet Center System, an American Job Center, is an equal opportunity employer/program. Auxiliary aids and services are available upon request to
individuals with disabilities. All voice telephone numbers may be reached by persons using TTY/TDD equipment by calling TTY (800) 526-0844 or 711. This workforce
product was funded by a grant awarded by the U.S. Department of Labor’s Employment and Training Administration. For more information please refer to the footer at
the bottom of www.illinoisworknet.com.

